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creator: Hyde's Book Store
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Physical Description: 0.25 Linear Feet (1 box)
Date (inclusive): circa 1920s
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The materials are open for research use; materials must be requested at least 48 hours in advance of intended use. Audio-visual materials are not available in original format, and must be reformatte to a digital use copy.

Conditions Governing Use
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Preferred Citation
[identification of item] Stanford University photograph album (A0126). Dept. of Special Collections and University Archives, Stanford University Libraries, Stanford, Calif.

Scope and Contents
Small album of Stanford University campus buildings produced by Hyde's Book Store of Palo Alto.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Campus, Scenic Views
Hyde's Book Store
Stanford University

Box 1

**Album circa 1920s**

Physical Description: [13] leaves, chiefly illustrated.; 14 x 19 cm.